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Cavity modes of dielectric microspheres and vertical cavity surface emitting lasers, in spite of their high Q,
are never exactly bound, but have a finite width due to leakage at the borders. We propose types of micro-
structures that sustain three-dimensionally bound modes of the radiation field when dissipation is neglected.
Unlike photonic crystals, the photonic systems that we consider here rely on periodicity in only one or two
dimensions. In particular, we discuss a cavity composed of two crossed vertical layers combined with a
periodic structure of horizontal layers. The layers have an anisotropic dielectric tensor, which could be obtained
by making air holes in the vertical and horizontal directions within isotropic material. We calculate cavity
resonance frequencies and spontaneous emission rates. The simplicity of this laser geometry allows an ana-
lytical study of light propagation and amplification in three dimensions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.056604 PACS number~s!: 42.60.2v, 32.80.2t, 78.67.2nI. INTRODUCTION
Vertical cavity surface emitting lasers ~VCSELs! are ex-
amples of very small lasers @1,2#. These microstructures can
have narrow cavity resonances as a result of the localizing
effect of the cylindrical waveguide in combination with the
Bragg reflection in the stacked disks. The long lifetime of
photons created from the recombination of electron-hole
pairs in the central layer makes the stimulated emission effi-
cient. At present, the efficiency of VCSELs is mainly limited
by leakage at the borders. There is loss of radiation through
spontaneous emission which exits from the side. Also, the
light in the cavity mode decays because evanescent waves
are not reflected in the vertical direction. The reflection con-
ditions of the interior guided wave and the outer evanescent
wave do not match, which gives rise to losses at the bound-
ary and determines the width of the cavity resonances. Exact
bound modes do not occur in VCSELs. When the coupling to
the lasing mode is enhanced by making the system ~and
thereby the mode volume! smaller, the evanescent fields be-
come more important and the lifetime of the mode decreases.
This kind of incompatibility between small mode volume
and high finesse occurs in whispering gallery modes of mi-
crospheres @3–6# too, also because of losses at the boundary.
Exact bound states for the radiative field can occur in
spatially infinite dielectric structures, for example in photo-
nic crystals. When such a crystal has a point defect, it is
possible to create a bound state at a frequency inside a three-
dimensional photonic band gap @7,8#. In the absence of dis-
sipation, the state has an infinite lifetime while propagating
solutions do not exist at the frequency of the bound mode.
Anderson localization in a disordered structure provides an-
other means to create bound states of light @9–11#. A two-
level atom coupled to a localized field mode would make a
perfect realization of the Jaynes-Cummings model @12#.
In this paper we consider a class of systems, other than
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modes occur. These systems are periodic in one or two di-
rections only. There is no three-dimensional band gap and
spontaneous emission is possible at the same frequencies as
the bound states. Because the modes are small and lossless,
systems with such a design may prove useful in future semi-
conductor microlasers with strong coupling and low thresh-
old. The geometry of the structures is simple, but the layers
must satisfy specific requirements. In Sec. II we specify the
class of systems, composed of anisotropic dielectric material,
where bound states occur. The layers must have a principal
axis of lower dielectric constant in the vertical direction for
the vertical layers, and in the horizontal layers for the hori-
zontal layers. This can be achieved by drilling air holes in
isotropic material of high dielectric constant. An even more
favorable situation would occur when the air holes would be
filled with material with a negative dynamical dielectric con-
stant. Sections III and IV provide two examples of a wave-
guide and a cavity which, in a thin layer approximation, are
analytically solvable. We then show how the bound solutions
arise in the cavity. The partial spontaneous emission rates in
the different types of radiative and guided modes are calcu-
lated in Sec. V.
II. STRUCTURES THAT SUPPORT BOUND STATES
A. Required form of the dielectric tensor
The bound states arise in structures with specific polariza-
tion properties. The dielectric tensor of the class of these
solvable configurations is given by
«~rW !5@11zˆzˆU~x !1zˆzˆV~y !1~12zˆzˆ !W~z !#«1 . ~1!
Here the functions U(x), V(y), and W(z) describe structures
of layers normal to the x, y, and z directions. The background
medium, in which the functions U, V, and W are zero, is
isotropic, given by the dielectric constant «1. For air «1’1,
but we have in mind a background made of dielectric mate-
rial and «1.1. In this paper, we consider real «1 and real
functions U, V, and W, so that the entire system is lossless.
The case with lossy layers and an active gain medium is©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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are examples that will be discussed in Secs. III and IV.
The optical properties of dielectric structures, like sponta-
neous emission, amplification, and loss, can be calculated
from a complete set of modes of the electromagnetic field.
These field modes are the orthogonal solutions of Maxwell’s
equation for a stationary electric field of frequency v in a
medium with relative dielectric function «(rW):
„W 3„W 3EW 5~v/c !2«~rW !EW . ~2!
When the dielectric tensor is of the form given in Eq. ~1!,
two types of solution can be discerned: those with the HW field
in the xy plane, hereafter called the s-type modes, and those
with the EW field in the xy plane, hereafter called the p type.
This nomenclature is adopted in view of the stack of parallel
layers in Fig. 2. The p-type solutions are insensitive to the
functions U and V in Eq. ~1!; they are therefore not localized
in the x or y direction. The s-type modes can be expressed as
EW ~rW !5
1
AR S kz2k2„W 2zˆ ddz D f ~x !g~y !h~z !,
R5uk22kz2uukz2u«1 /k2, ~3!
in terms of the scalar functions f (x), g(y), and h(z). Here R
is a normalization constant and kz ,k are eigenvalues in dif-
ferential equations for the functions f, g, and h. This can be
proven by direct substitution in Maxwell’s equation. As only
the second term of Eq. ~3! survives, when „W 3„W 3 is ap-
plied, one finds immediately
„W 3„W 3EW 5
1
AR S „W 2zˆ2„W ddz D ddz f ~x !g~y !h~z !. ~4!
The substitution of Eqs. ~1! and ~4! in Eq. ~2! gives separate
scalar equations for the functions f (x), g(y), and h(z):
2
d2
dx2
f ~x !5kx2 f ~x !1~k22kz2!U~x ! f ~x !, ~5!
2
d2
dy2
g~y !5ky
2g~y !1~k22kz
2!V~y !g~y !, ~6!
2
d2
dz2
h~z !5kz
2h~z !1kz
2W~z !h~x !. ~7!
The three eigenvalues are related by
kx
21ky
21kz
25k25~v/c !2«1 . ~8!
In the regions where U, V, and W are zero, the functions f, g,
and h are superpositions of plane waves and the total field is
a superposition of eight plane waves with the wave vectors
kW56xˆ kx6yˆ ky6zˆkz . The polarization vector of each plane
wave is proportional to kW3kW3zˆ . In the case of a lossless
medium, considered here, the components kx ,ky ,kz must be05660real or purely imaginary. It follows from Eq. ~8! that at least
one of these wave vector components must be real.
Bound states in structures described with a dielectric ten-
sor of the form of Eq. ~1! are found when Eqs. ~5!–~7! allow
simultaneously localized solutions for f, g, and h. This will
be the case for specific choices of the functions U, V, and W.
It follows from standard wave mechanics that a localized
solution in a potential of finite extent is found if the potential
is attractive and allows a negative eigenvalue kx
2
, ky
2
, or kz
2
above the potential minimum. For an extended structure, lo-
calized solutions occur when the potential is periodic in two
half spaces. In that case, the corresponding eigenvalue kx
2
,
ky
2
, or kz
2 is positive and one needs a discrete solution inside
a band gap. Structures with bound states can be designed by
combining these localizing effects. Because at least one of
the eigenvalues kx
2
, ky
2
, or kz
2 must be positive, periodicity in
at least one dimension is needed.
The effective potential W(z) in Eq. ~7! is multiplied by
the eigenvalue kz
2
, so that a localized solution for h(z) is
found if W(z),21 in some finite region. This implies that
the structure described by W must have a negative dielectric
constant for the relevant frequency domain. The effective
potentials in Eqs. ~5! and ~6! have a prefactor k22kz25kx2
1ky
2
. A localized solution for f ~or g) can be found in this
case, when this prefactor and the potential are both positive
or both negative. For the case kx
21ky
2.0 the solution can
only be localized in either the x or the y direction, not in
both. In case kx
21ky
2,0, solutions can in principle be local-
ized in one or two directions with a finite structure.
From these considerations we conclude that the following
structures will sustain bound states: ~1! Periodic vertical
structures in one direction, so that U or V is periodic in two
half spaces, combined with a horizontal structure with nega-
tive dielectric constant, so that W(z),21 in a finite region.
~2! Periodic horizontal structures combined with low index
vertical structures, so that U(x),21/2 and V(y),21/2.
~This is the type of structure that we consider in the follow-
ing sections.! ~3! A two-dimensional ~2D! periodic structure
with periodicity in one of the two vertical directions and also
in the horizontal direction. ~4! All three functions U, V, and
W periodic. Then one obtains a solvable model for a 3D
photonic crystal.
B. Normalization of the modes
The full vector solutions given in Eq. ~3! in terms of the
scalar wave functions f, g, and h must be normalized with the
standard normalization condition
E d3rWEW kW8* ~rW !«~rW !EW kW~rW !5d3~kW82kW !. ~9!
The dielectric tensor « appears in this expression, because it
is the vector field A«EW that is an eigensolution of a Hermit-
ian operator @14,15#. This expression is strictly speaking only
valid when all three components of the wave vector belong
to continuous parts of the eigenvalue spectra. When discrete
solutions occur, we will replace the individual components of
the 3D d function with a Kronecker d . The required normal-4-2
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of normalization for the scalar wave functions f, g, and h in
Eqs. ~5!–~7!:
E
2‘
‘
dxE
2‘
‘
dy f k
x8
* ~x ! f kx~x !gky8
* ~y !gky~y !
3@11U~x !1V~y !#
5d~kx82kx!d~ky82ky!, ~10!
E
2‘
‘
dz hk
z8
* ~z !hkz~z !@11W~z !#5d~kz82kz!. ~11!
If we assume that U, V, and W are nonzero in a finite region
only, the density of states is independent of the components
kx ,ky ,kz of the wave vector of an incident plane wave. In
that case, the effect of the potentials on the normalization of
extended wave functions is negligible and the normalizations
can be written as
E
2‘
‘
dx f k
x8
* ~x ! f kx~x !5d~kx82kx!,
E
2‘
‘
dy gky8
* ~y !gky~y !5d~ky82ky!.
The respective normalizations for localized wave functions
are
E
2‘
‘
dxu f kx~x !u2@11U~x !#51,
E
2‘
‘
dy ugky~y !u
2@11V~y !#51,
E
2‘
‘
dxE
2‘
‘
dy u f kx~x !gky~y !u2@11U~x !1V~y !#51,
in case either kx or ky or both are discrete eigenvalues. We
will also consider systems that are periodic everywhere or
periodic in a half space for the z coordinate, so that W(z)
extends over an infinite region. The density of states is con-
stant in the quasimomentum p for an incoming Bloch state.
In this case the wave functions h(p ,z) in one energy band
must be normalized according to
E
2‘
‘
dz h*~p8,z !h~p ,z !@11W~z !#5d~p82p !. ~12!
The normalization of Bloch states is explained in more detail
in Appendix A. Properties of the p-type modes that are
needed for the calculation of spontaneous emission rates in
Section V are discussed in Appendix B.
III. WAVEGUIDE OF CROSSED LAYERS
One example of interest is the system of two crossed ver-
tical planes depicted in Fig. 1. This configuration is de-
scribed with Eq. ~1! and the choice
U~x !5u~d22uxu!x/d , ~13!05660V~y !5u~d22uy u!x/d . ~14!
Here u(x) is the step function. The effective susceptibility x
is given by x5(«22«1)d/«1. The functions U and V de-
scribe dielectric layers with thickness d along the vertical yz
and xz planes and W(z)50. Inside these layers the dielectric
tensor is «5(12zˆzˆ )«11zˆzˆ«2. If the layers are characterized
by a dielectric constant higher than the background, one has
«2.«1 and then x is positive; if the structures have a lower
dielectric constant, then «2,«1 and x is negative.
The propagating and guided waves in this structure follow
from Eqs. ~5!–~7!. It is clear that Eq. ~7! for the behavior in
the z direction allows a simple plane wave solution h(z)
5exp(ikzz). Because the effective potentials U(x) and V(y)
in this equation are even functions, one can consider solu-
tions that are either even or odd in x and y. If kx is real, the
even and odd solutions, in the thin layer approximation
@16,17#, are
f 1~x !5A1/pcos~kxuxu1fx!,
f 2~x !5A1/psin kxx . ~15!
The even solutions are characterized by a phase shift fx .
The value follows from the condition that f (x) is continuous
and differentiable at the borders of the layers. In the limit of
small layer thickness, the phase shift calculated from Eq. ~5!
is given by
tan fx5k/kx , k5kx
2d/21~k22kz
2!x/2. ~16!
Localized solutions follow from the requirement that kx is
imaginary. For a thin layer, one localized solution with kx
FIG. 1. A waveguide of crossed planes of anisotropic material
with a principal axis in the z direction. For any incident plane wave
with wave vector kW the vectors zˆ3kW and kW3kW3zˆ are eigenpolar-
izations of reflection and transmission. This is illustrated here for
the case that kW lies in the xz plane.4-3
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corresponding normalized wave function is
f ~x !5Ak/u11xkuexp~2kuxu!, ~17!
k5@A11~k22kz2!xd21#/d . ~18!
The even, the odd, and the bound solutions form a complete
set for the eigenvalue equation ~5!. The normalization of the
continuum solutions is given by Eq. ~10!.
Combinations of the localized and propagating solutions
for f (x) and g(y) give field modes that are propagating in
three dimensions, in two dimensions, or in one dimension. In
the following we will call these different types 3D, 2D, and
1D modes. For each of these types, the range of values of kz
for a fixed wave number k will generally be different. The
allowed value for kz for the 3D modes is
kz
25k22kx
22ky
2<k2. ~19!
When x.0, only one of the two functions f (x) or g(y) can
be localized, because k22kz
25kx
21ky
2 must be positive. The
region of allowed values for kz of the 2D modes is therefore
also given by Eq. ~19!.
When x,0, the functions U and V in Eqs. ~5! and ~6! are
negative. Only when x,2d/2 can this result in localized
solutions. Then both f (x) and g(y) need to be localized at
the same time. This demonstrates that the crossed planes can
act as a waveguide for some s-type modes. In the thin layer
limit, the 1D modes are determined by the wave functions
g(y)5 f (y) and Eq. ~17! and the wave vector components
are
kx5ky5ik52i/~2uxu2d !, ~20!
kz
25k212k25k218/~2uxu2d !2. ~21!
The behavior in the overlap regions ~where both uxu,d/2
and uy u,d/2) can be neglected only for thin layers: d!uxu.
For the existence of 1D modes, this implies that x and the
dielectric constant «2 must be negative. On the other hand, if
«2 is not negative, it is important that the structure in the
overlap region must also be described with the form ~1!,
which is «5(12zˆzˆ )«11zˆzˆ (2«22«1). One finds that the z
component of this tensor 2«22«15(2x/d11)«1 must be
negative. Strictly speaking, the waveguide is perfect only
when material with a negative dielectric constant is used.
For x in the interval between 2d/2 and 0, localized so-
lutions for f (x) or g(y) are not possible. When x lies in the
interval between 2d and 2d/2 there exist 1D modes but no
2D modes. When x,2d there exist both 1D and 2D modes.
The spectral region for the 2D modes is given by
kz
25k22kx
22ky
2>k214/~ uxu2d !2. ~22!
IV. A CAVITY AND ITS BOUND STATES
We will now consider the system depicted in Fig. 2. This
system basically consists of the waveguide of Fig. 1 dis-
cussed in Sec. III, supplemented with a structure of horizon-05660tal layers. Bragg reflection in these horizontal layers can sup-
press the propagation in the z direction. By leaving out the
central layer, the periodicity is interrupted at z50, which
results in wave functions that are localized in the region
around the defect. The fully bound states will arise as com-
binations of the localized solutions for f (x), g(y), and h(z).
For these modes, both kx and ky are imaginary and kz is a
discrete but real solution inside a band gap.
The horizontal layers in the structure of Fig. 2 have width
b and their spacing, center to center, is given by the param-
eter a. The functions U, V, and W in Eq. ~1! that describe the
system are given by Eqs. ~13! and ~14!, and
W~z !5 (
l52‘
‘
u~b22uz2lau!j/b
1u~b22uzu!~a2j!/b . ~23!
This function is plotted in Fig. 3. With the effective suscep-
tibility j5(«22«1)b/«1, the dielectric tensor inside the
horizontal layers is «5zˆzˆ«11(12zˆzˆ )«2. For the cavity with
bound states the central layer is absent and a50. We will
also discuss the periodic case, in the presence of a central
layer when a5j . In this paper we consider layers that are
infinite in extension and number. The bound states decay
exponentially in all spatial directions, and are therefore good
approximations to a physical realization of finite size. The
circular shape of the horizontal planes in Fig. 2 is therefore
also not essential. The entire structure, with the required an-
isotropy, can be created when the vertical layers are formed
by vertical air holes ~of subwavelength diameter!, and the
horizontal layers are formed by horizontal air holes in the x
and y directions.
A. Band structure for the propagating modes
Before we discuss the case a50 in Eq. ~23!, we first
study Eq. ~7! for h(z) with a fully periodic potential W(z).
FIG. 2. Proposed structure for a cavity with exact bound modes.
The dielectric tensor that characterizes the layers has a specific
anisotropy given by Eq. ~1!. The corresponding dielectric constant
must be lower than that of the background.4-4
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describes the behavior of electromagnetic fields away from
the central region. The Bloch solutions of the periodic one-
dimensional system, which we shall denote by hn(p ,z), are
defined by the requirement that the states obtain a phase
factor eipa upon translation over one period a. We have for
integer l,
hn~p ,z1la !5eilpahn~p ,z !. ~24!
Here the discrete index n51,2, . . . is the band number and p
is the quasimomentum. The quasimomentum p is a periodic
variable modulo q52p/a and one may choose p to be in the
first Brillouin zone @2q/2,q/2# . A few relevant properties for
the normalization of Bloch waves are discussed in Appendix
A. In the region b/2<z<a2b/2 between two layers, the
Bloch waves can be written as a sum of two plane waves:
hn(p ,z)5c1eikzz1c2e2ikzz, with coefficients c1 and c2. For
thin layers, the requirement that the wave function is con-
tinuous at z50 and z5a , in combination with the Bloch
condition ~24!, leads to the form
hn~p ,z !5
1
A2pRn~p !sin kza
3@eipasin kzz1sin kz~a2z !# , ~25!
with normalization constant Rn(p). The behavior of hn(p ,z)
for the other values of z is determined with Eq. ~24!. The
relationship between the quasimomentum p and the wave
vector kz now derives from the behavior at the layers. At the
position of the layers the derivative of hn(p ,z) makes a step
of 2jkz
2hn(p ,0). This gives the well known relation @18#
cos pa5cos~kza1fz!/cos fz . ~26!
Here the phase fz is the phase shift of a single layer, defined
by
tan fz5jkz/2, 2p/2,fz,p/2. ~27!
The normalization of hn(p ,z) is determined by Eq. ~12!.
With Eqs. ~26! and ~27!, the normalization constant in Eq.
~25! is found to be
Rn~p !511S 1tan kza 1 1kza D tan fz . ~28!
FIG. 3. The function W(z), plotted here for a50, acts as an
effective potential for the wave function h(z). It is periodic in the
half spaces left and right from z50 with period a. The absence of
a layer at z50 creates localized waves.05660From Eq. ~26!, one can obtain the standard form of a disper-
sion relation with the wave vector kz , expressed as a func-
tion of the band index n and the Bloch momentum p. This
gives
kzn~p !a52pint~n/2!2~2 !narccos~cos fzcos pa !2fz .
~29!
The resulting band structure is plotted in Fig. 4. For odd n
the minimum is found for p50, and the maximum for p
5q/2; for even n the minimum is at p5q/2 and the maxi-
mum is at p50. It follows that the energy bands for kz are
the intervals
~n21 !p<kza<np22fz if j.0,
~n21 !p12ufzu<kza<np if j,0. ~30!
Hence the width of the band gaps is 2ufzu/a . The expres-
sions ~29! and ~30! are not explicit, however, because the
phase fz depends on kz through Eq. ~27!.
B. The discrete cavity modes
When W(z) is given by Eq. ~23! with a50, the period-
icity is interrupted at z50. We shall now describe how to
obtain the propagating and localized solutions for a50.
When x,2d/2, the localized solution for f (x) and g(y) can
be combined with a localized solution of h(z) in Eq. ~3! to
give a fully bound state.
Although W(z) is not periodic for aÞj , the stationary
states can be expressed in the Bloch solutions of the case
a5j . In fact, a solution with an eigenvalue kz in the energy
band can always be written as a superposition hn
1(p ,z)
5c1hn(p ,z)1c2hn(2p ,z) of the two Bloch waves with
positive and negative quasimomentum in the region z>b/2.
This obviously can also be done for the region z<2b/2, but
with different coefficients c1 and c2. Because at z50 there is
no layer, the values of the coefficients are determined by the
condition that the solution is continuous and differentiable at
z50. The band structure of the periodic lattice thus remains
intact. Because the potential W(z) is even, one can consider
modes that are even and odd functions of z. The even modes
FIG. 4. Band structure of the s-type modes. The eigenvalue kz is
plotted as a function of the quasimomentum p for the first three
Brillouin zones, as given by Eq. ~29! for j523a/16. Discrete so-
lutions inside the band gaps are represented as the points (ln ,kzn),
of which the first two are indicated. Here ln5Impn .4-5
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c15c2*5e
2if/A2 with
tan f5tan fzsin kza/sin pa .
The odd modes are fixed by the condition hn
2(p ,0)50,
which gives c152c251/A2. The even and odd propagating
solutions can be seen as a superposition of two scattering
solutions by the lattice defect at z50 in a further periodic
system that have incoming Bloch waves from the left and
from the right side of z50. The mode density therefore is
the same as the mode density for the Bloch states of the
periodic case. The solutions hn
1(p ,z) and hn2(p ,z) are also
normalized with Eq. ~12!.
Bound modes occur for values of kz inside the band gaps.
These modes are characterized by an imaginary quasimo-
mentum of the form pn5iln1np/a . Here n51,2,3, . . . is
the number that counts the energy band gaps. The fact that
the quasimomentum is complex implies that Eq. ~24! be-
comes
hn~z1a !5~2 !ne2lnahn~z !
for z>b/2. Hence, the bound modes are localized in the z
direction near the lattice defect at z50 and decay exponen-
tially with decay constant ln . For thin layers, the presence
or absence of the central layer has no effect on solutions that
are odd functions of z. Therefore, only localized solutions
that are even functions in z occur. The two boundary condi-
tions are obtained by substitution of p5il1np/a in the
eigenvalue equation ~26! and taking (dh/dz)(0)50 for the
solution given by Eq. ~25!. This gives the following two
equations for p and kz :
~2 !ne2la5cos kza
5~2 !ncosh la2tan fzsin kza . ~31!
By elimination of l , the relation between kz and k for the
discrete solutions inside the nth band gap is found to be
tan~np2kza !52 tan fz . ~32!
When Eqs. ~24! and ~31! are substituted in Eq. ~25!, the
corresponding localized wave function becomes
hn~z !5
1
ARn
~cos kzna ! l(z)cos kzn@ uzu2l~z !a# . ~33!
Here l(z)5int(uzu/a) is the number of layers between posi-
tion z and 0, and kzn is the nth solution of Eq. ~32!. The wave
function decays exponentially in both the positive and nega-
tive z directions. The normalization constant in Eq. ~33! is
given by
Rn5S 1
sin2kzna
2
1
kzna tan kzna D a . ~34!
To second order in j , Eqs. ~27! and ~32! give ln
5(npj)2/2a3, kzn5np/(a1j). For positive ~negative! j ,
the top ~bottom! of the energy bands lies at kz5np(a
2j)/a2. The propagation vector kzn of a localized mode thus05660lies only slightly above ~below! the energy bands. The dis-
crete eigenvalues ln and the corresponding values kzn are
indicated by the dots in Fig. 4. A few localized wave func-
tions are plotted in Fig. 5.
The fully bound states are obtained from the localized
solutions for f (x), g(y)5 f (y), and hn(z) as given by Eqs.
~17! and ~33!, with the wave vector components kx ,ky ,kzn
given by Eq. ~20! and a discrete solution of Eq. ~32!. Sub-
stitution of these functions in the general vector solution
given by Eq. ~3! gives the explicit expression
EW n~rW !5
k
Au112xkuRn
e2kuxu2kuy u~cos kza ! l(z)
3F S xˆ xuxu 1 yˆ yuy u D cos@kzuzu2l~z !a#
1
2kzˆz
kzuzu
sin@kzuzu2l~z !a#G .
The intensity at the cavity center is EW n
2(0W )58/(4x2
2d2)Rn . For the moderate numerical values x523d/4, j
523a/16, d5a , an effective mode volume of approxi-
mately 9.7 cubic optical wavelengths is found. The cavity
must have at least 10 layers to sustain a bound state of this
size.
The frequency of a bound state v5ck«1
21/2 is obtained
from Eq. ~21! with a solution kzn of Eq. ~32!. Usually, one
wants to fix the physical dimensions a ,b ,d of the microcav-
ity, so that the lowest order bound state (n51) is resonant
with a given frequency v . These cavity resonances might be
difficult to excite, because they are extremely narrow. It fol-
lows from Eqs. ~21! and ~32! that the optimal choice of the
lattice spacing a for n51 is
a5
p2arctan@jAk212k2#
Ak212k2
,
FIG. 5. Spatial wave functions hn(z) of the bound states along
the z direction, as given by Eq. ~33!. From bottom to top: the first
two states n51,2, for j523a/16. Kinks occur at the positions of
the planes, and not at z50.4-6
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1/2v/c . If uju is small, then a5p/k so that a full
wavelength fits between the middle two layers. If uju is big,
the layer to layer distance approaches a5p/2kz .
The eigenvalue spectrum is plotted in Fig. 6. The effect of
localization in the z direction is seen as lines inside the band
gaps for kz . In this figure we adopted x523a/4, j5
23a/16, which could correspond to the situation of «154,
«251 for cavity sizes d5a54b . The bound states are
clearly shown as isolated points. The different mode types
and their degree of localization are tabulated in Fig. 8 in
Appendix B.
V. SPONTANEOUS EMISSION
The rich variety of the field modes in the cavity discussed
in the previous section will show up in the angular depen-
dence of spontaneous emission from an emitter placed inside
the structure. For instance, the fraction of light emitted along
the z axis is predominantly given by emission in the s mode
that is localized in the x and y directions. In this section we
calculate the partial spontaneous emission rates for a dipole
placed at the origin of the cavity, into the different types of
radiation modes ~listed in Fig. 8 in Appendix B!. This pro-
vides information about the spatial directions of the emitted
radiation below the lasing threshold. The total rate of spon-
taneous emission @19–22# is the sum of these contributions
and differs from the free-space emission rate.
Consider emission into field modes propagating in three
dimensions. If the dipole moment is mW 5mmˆ , oriented in di-
rection mˆ , the emission rate according to Fermi’s golden rule
is given by
Gxyz
Gbg
5
3p2«1
k2 ( E0
‘
dkxE
0
‘
dky
3E
0
‘
dp d~k2ukW u!umˆ EW kW~0W !u2. ~35!
FIG. 6. Mode structure for x523a/4, j523a/16. The eigen-
value kz is plotted as a function of the wave number k. On the left
side, solutions of p-type polarization; on the right side, the s type.
Dark and light shaded regions are 3D modes and 2D modes, respec-
tively. Horizontal and curved lines are 2D modes localized in the z
direction only, and 1D modes localized in two of the three direc-
tions, respectively. Isolated points are bound states. The light
shaded regions are absent when x.2d . Lines and points above
kz5k are absent when x.2d/2.05660We denote with Gbg512k3m2«1
5/2/\(2«111)2 the spontane-
ous emission rate in the background medium in Gaussian
units @14#. The summation is over the polarization types s ,p
and the eight possibilities of parity ~even, odd in x ,y ,z), for
which the indices are suppressed. When the emission into a
localized mode is calculated, for instance one that is bound
in the x direction, the integral over kx is replaced by the
discrete sum and the modes with imaginary kx5ik are sub-
stituted. We now calculate the partial emission rates for a
dipole located at the origin, with dipole moments in the z and
in the x directions. From these, the emission rate of a dipole
with arbitrary orientation can be determined.
The required electric field amplitudes at the cavity center
are calculated in Appendix C. We assume here that x lies in
the interval between 2d and 2d/2, which is physically the
most interesting case. Then there are three-dimensional ra-
diative modes ~labeled xyz , as listed in Fig. 8!, modes local-
ized in the vertical direction (xy), modes guided by the two
vertical planes (z), and bound states ~0!. For an atom with a
transition dipole moment oriented in the vertical
direction mˆ 5zˆ , the partial emission rates are
Gxyz
Gbg
5
3
2E0
k
dkz
k22kz
2
k3
~Ak21k22kz22k!2
k212k22kz
2 s ,
Gxy50,
Gz
Gbg
5
24pk2
~4x22d2!k3k1
s~k1!, G050. ~36!
The partial emission rates for an atom with dipole moment in
the direction mˆ 5xˆ are
Gxyz
Gbg
5
3
4kE0
k
dkz
kz
2
k2 S 11 4k2k22kz2D
3
~Ak21k22kz22k!2
k212k22kz
2 r ,
Gxy
Gbg
5
3p
2k (n
kzn
2
k2Rn
S 11 4k2k22kzn2 D
3
~Ak21k22kzn2 2k!2
k212k22kzn
2 ,
Gxyz8
Gbg
5
3
4kE0
k
dkzr8,
Gxy8
Gbg
5
3p
2k (n
1
Rn8
,
Gz
Gbg
5
6pk1
~4x22d2!k3
r~k1!,
G0
Gbg
5
6p2
4x22d2 (n
kzn
2
kn
4Rn
d~k2kn!. ~37!
Primed symbols refer to contributions of p-type modes. The
kz-dependent functions s ,r ,r8 in these equations are4-7
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sin pa
sin kza
, r5
s~kz!
11jkz /tan kza
,
r85
s8~kz!S~p8!/R~p8!
11jk2/~kztan kza !
,
and Rn , R(p), and S(p8) are given by Eqs. ~34!, ~28!, and
~C4!. The expression for s8(kz) is the same as s(kz) but
with the dependence of p on kz given by Eqs. ~26! and ~B4!
instead. The wave vector of a 1D mode is given by k1
5Ak218/(2uxu2d)2 as in Eq. ~21! and k is a function of kz
given by Eq. ~16!. The spontaneous emission rate Gz van-
ishes if kz lies inside a band gap. The total emission rates for
a zˆ and xˆ dipole given by the sum of the expressions in Eqs.
~36! and ~37! are plotted as a function of k in Fig. 7 for a
specific example of the most interesting case x,0. For Gz
there is a concentration of the odd wave functions h(z) at the
bottom of the band gaps. This gives the narrow peaks in the
left curves of Fig. 7. Spontaneous emission turns out to be
predominantly in the same direction as the dipole moment.
We attribute this unusual behavior to the evanescent nature
of the field modes.
Because the bound modes of our model are exact, they
give the d-function contribution in Eq. ~37!. In practice,
there will be a finite fraction b of light emitted into a fully
bound mode at resonance. The width of the cavity reso-
nances, which is zero in our case, is determined by dissipa-
tion of light inside the layers and possible deviations from
the model in the overlap regions of the layers. The calcula-
tion of the linewidth of the bound states, the spontaneous
emission factor b , and the laser threshold for a system with
an active layer are discussed in @13#.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We identified a class of dielectric structures that are three-
dimensional cavities for the optical field. In the absence of
dissipation these cavities have exact bound states. The struc-
tures generally consist of several layers with anisotropic di-
electric tensors, placed at right angles with respect to each
other. Localization in the three dimensions is obtained as a
combination of waveguiding and Bragg reflection. This re-
quires periodic structures in at least one dimension. The sim-
plest realization, shown in Fig. 2, consists of two layers that
are placed at right angles and a stack of layers in the third
direction, which resembles a VCSEL. The Bragg reflectors
localize the waves in the vertical direction inside the crossed
waveguide, but also localize the evanescent waves. This re-
sults in the bound states of our system.
Because the cavity resonances in our structures are deter-
mined only by loss and not by leakage, the linewidths may
be quite narrow. We expressed the resonance frequencies of
the bound modes in terms of the cavity dimensions a ,b ,d
and the dielectric constants «1 ,«2 that characterize the lay-
ers. We evaluated spontaneous emission into the other modes
of the radiation field. Due to the ‘‘evanescent-wave’’ nature
of most cavity modes, spontaneous emission occurs pre-
dominantly in the direction parallel to the dipole moment of05660the emitter, instead of orthogonal to it. The bound states have
a small mode volume ~of the order of a few cubic wave-
lengths!, so that the coupling to an emitter placed in the
center of the mode can be strong when the cavity dimensions
are chosen optimally for the specific transition frequency.
Photons emitted from the central region are likely to end up
in the bound state and the noise from the random emission in
other modes will then be relatively small. To demonstrate the
existence of bound states in a dielectric system as proposed
here, one might envisage the case of microwaves with a
centimeter-sized model. Microscopic realizations of the pro-
posed structures may be promising for future cavity QED
experiments @23,24#.
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APPENDIX A: NORMALIZATION OF BLOCH STATES
We here consider the general case of a one-dimensional
periodic potential W(z) with period a. The stationary solu-
tions of the scalar equation ~7! can be simultaneous eigen-
states of the translation operation over the lattice period a.
The Bloch states, which we shall denote by hn(p ,z), are
defined by the requirement that the states obtain a phase
factor eipa upon translation. We therefore have
W~z1a !5W~z !, hn~p ,z1a !5eipahn~p ,z !.
FIG. 7. Partial emission rates. On the left, the emission rates for
a vertical dipole; on the right, emission rates for a horizontal dipole.
The curves for Gz have band gaps. The value of Gxy is zero below
the frequency corresponding to the first bound state. The d peaks
for bound states are indicated by the vertical lines. The dashed and
dotted curves are the background and free-space emission rates. The
curves are obtained with Eqs. ~36! and ~37! for the case «154,
«251, d5a54b , so that x523a/4, j523a/16.4-8
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2p/a . Because the Bloch waves are also periodic in the spa-
tial coordinate z modulo the lattice period a, when multiplied
by e2ipz, there exist two different Fourier expansions. In
order to get a convenient normalization, we must consider
the Fourier expansions of the derivative of the Bloch states.
We write
2i
kz
d
dz hn~p ,z !5 (l52‘
‘
eilpac˜n~z2la !
5eipz (
l52‘
‘
eilqzcn~p1lq !.
Note that the coefficients in these expansions in waves with
period l are expressed in terms of continuous functions c˜n
and cn for energy band n. The function c˜n(z) is called the
Wannier function and is the Fourier transform of cn(pz):
c˜n~z !5
1
qE2‘
‘
dpzeipzzcn~pz!.
The Bloch and Wannier waves are normalized with
E
0
a
dzuhn~p ,z !u2@11W~z !#5E
2‘
‘
dz c˜n
2~z !
5
a
qE2‘
‘
dpzcn
2~pz!5
1
q ,
E
2‘
‘
dz h
n8
* ~p8,z !hn~p ,z !@11W~z !#5dn8nd~p82p !.
~A1!
This normalization for the Bloch states is consistent with the
d-function normalization given in Eq. ~12!.
For the potential W(z) given in Eq. ~23!, the Wannier
wave function can be explicitly calculated in the momentum
representation. For small b, this wave function is given by
cn~pz!5
j/a
A2pRn~pz!
pzkzn~pz!
pz
22kzn
2 ~pz!
.
The momentum pz is not restricted to one Brillouin zone, but
ranges from 2‘ to 1‘ .
APPENDIX B: THE p-TYPE MODE FUNCTIONS
We complete our analysis of the cavity modes by discuss-
ing the p-type polarization modes. These are needed for the
calculation of the spontaneous emission rates in Sec. IV. The
p-type modes are of the form
EW 8~rW !5
1
AR8
~kyxˆ 2kxyˆ ! f 8~x !g8~y !h8~z !,
R85~k22kz2!«1 . ~B1!
The primes on all these symbols only refer to the fact that we
are dealing here with p-type modes, in contrast to the corre-05660sponding unprimed quantities in the main text that refer to
s-type modes. Since the polarization lies in the xy plane, the
p-polarized modes are decoupled from the crossed vertical
planes. The transverse behavior is essentially freely propa-
gating. The normalized solutions of f 8(x) and g8(y) that are
even and odd in the coordinates are therefore given by
f 81~x !5A1/pcos kxx ,
f 82~x !5 f 2~x !5A1/psin kyy ,
g81~y !5A1/pcos kyy ,
g82~y !5g2~y !5A1/psin kyy . ~B2!
By substitution of the form ~B1! in Maxwell’s equation ~2!
one obtains the following wave equation for the function
h8(z):
2
d2
dz2
h8~z !5kz
2h8~z !1k2W~z !h8~z !. ~B3!
The solutions h8(z), the dispersion relation, the energy
bands, and the discrete solutions for kz are given by the same
expressions as Eqs. ~25!, ~26!, ~29!, ~30!, and ~32! but with
the angle fz replaced by fz8 . This phase shift for p-polarized
modes is defined by
tan fz85jk2/2kz , 2p/2,fz8,p/2. ~B4!
In the first energy band, labeled with n51, the dispersion
relation ~26! does not allow for a real solution of kz in the
range up8ua<arccos(12jk2a/2), when j.0 and jk2a<4.
In this range kz is imaginary. If jk2a.4, the entire first band
has imaginary kz . Although these Bloch states are locally
constructed from evanescent waves, they have a propagating
character, because p8 is real and belongs to a continuous
band of eigenvalues.
Although Eq. ~B3! has the form of a Schro¨dinger equa-
tion, the normalization of Bloch waves hn8(p ,z) and Wannier
functions cn8(z) must also be given by the normalization con-
dition Eq. ~A1! of a Helmholz equation, in order to obtain
the correct normalization of Eq. ~9! for the field modes. The
normalization constant Rn(p) in Eq. ~25! of the continuum
modes ~for both a50, a5j) are generally given by
Rn~p !511S 1tan kza 2 1kza D tan fz1 ja , ~B5!
Rn5S 1
sin2kzna
1
1
kzna tan kzna D a1 2jtan2kzna . ~B6!
These expressions reduce to Eqs. ~28! and ~34! only when
tan fz5jkz/2.
The different mode types are listed in Fig. 8. Generally,
the degeneracy of the modes is related to the number of
directions in which a mode is spatially extended, by deg
52dim. The modes with imaginary kz but real p are an ex-
ception. These modes are extended along the z axis inside the
cavity but do not propagate in the exterior region where there
are no more layers. In this region outside the cavity, which is4-9
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decay exponentially. This implies that there exists only one
solution for h(z) instead of two.
APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF EMISSION RATES
We here give the expressions of the electric field compo-
nents in zˆ and xˆ at the origin for all mode types. The spon-
taneous emission rate is given by Eq. ~35!. The intensities of
the s- and p-type modes in the z and x directions are found
from Eqs. ~3! and ~B1! as
uzˆEW kW~rW !u25 1«1
uk22kz
2u
ukzu2k2
f kx
2 ~x !gky
2 ~y !U ddz hkz~z !U
2
,
uzˆEW kW8~rW !u250,
uxˆ EW kW~rW !u25 1«1
kz
2
k2
1
uk22kz
2u
S ddx f kx~x ! D
2
3gky
2 ~y !hkz
2 ~z !,
uxˆ EW kW8~rW !u25
1
«1
ky
2
k22kz
2 f 8kx
2 ~x !g8ky
2 ~y !h8kz
2 ~z !. ~C1!
FIG. 8. Different types of mode for the different intervals of the
effective 2D susceptibility x5(«22«1)d/«1. The first and second
columns contain the polarization (s or p type! and the index ~direc-
tions of propagation!. Columns four and five contain the number of
dimensions in which the mode is propagating and the degeneracy.
The last column indicates which types occur in the intervals
(2‘ ,2d), which requires material with a negative dielectric con-
stant, @2d ,2d/2), @2d/2,0# , and (0,‘) for x . The p-type modes
with imaginary kz exist for j.0.056604The extended and localized wave functions f (x), g(y),
f 8(x), and g8(y) are given in Eqs. ~15!, ~17!, and ~B2!. At
the origin,
f kx
12~0 !5
1
p
kx
2
kx
21k2
, S ddx f kx1 D
2
~0 !5
1
p
kx
2k2
kx
21k2
,
f kx
22~0 !50, S ddx f kx2 D
2
~0 !5
kx
2
p
,
f 2~0 !5 ku11xku , S ddx f D
2
~0 !5
k3
u11xku . ~C2!
The expressions for gky
12(0), (dgky
1 /dy)2(0), gky
22(0),
(dgky
2 /dy)2(0), and g2(0), (dg/dy)2(0) are the same, but
with f ,kx replaced by g ,ky . According to Eqs. ~25! and ~33!,
the behavior of the wave functions h of the extended and
localized modes at z50 are given by
hkz
12~0 !5
s2~kz!
pR~p !
tan kza
2 tan fz1tan kza
,
S ddz hkz1 D
2
~0 !50,
hkz
22~0 !50, U ddz hkz2U
2
~0 !5
s2~kz!kz
2
pR~p ! ,
h2~0 !5
2
Rn
, S ddz h D
2
~0 !50, ~C3!
with Eqs. ~27!, ~28!, and ~34!. The function s(kz)
5sin pa/sin kza is introduced for compact notation. For
h8kz
2 (0), the same expression holds as for hkz
12(0), with
s(kz), R(p), and fz replaced by s8(kz), R(p8), and fz8
given by Eqs. ~B4!, ~B5!, and ~B6!. It follows that a vertical
dipole couples only to s-type modes with even or bound f (x)
and g(y), and with odd h(z). A horizontal dipole couples to
both the s- and p-type modes. At least one of the two wave
functions f (x) or g(y) and also h(z) must be either even or
localized.
The calculation of the partial emission rates given by Eq.
~35! for a 3D mode and analogous equations for the other
modes starts by substitution of Eqs. ~C1!, ~C2!, and ~C3!.
The integration over kx and ky can be performed explicitly
using cylindrical coordinates. The third integral over the qua-
simomentum p can be transformed into an integral over the
energy bands kz , using the relations
dkz
dp 5
s~kz!
R~p ! ,
dkz
dp8
5
s8~kz!
S~p8!
,
S~p8!511S 1tan kza 2 1kza D tan fz8 . ~C4!
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results of the integrations are given by Eqs. ~36! and ~37!.
If x,2d there exist more 2D and 1D modes, as is indi-
cated in Fig. 8. For this case one finds additional emission
rates, for a dipole mˆ 5zˆ ,
Gxz
G
5
Gyz
G
5
3
k3
E
k2
‘
dkz
k
u11xku
Ak21k22kz2s ,
and for a dipole mˆ 5xˆ ,
Gxz
G
5
3
k3
E
k2
‘
dkz
k
u11xku
kz
2
kz
22k2
k213k22kz
2
k212k22kz
2
3Ak21k22kz2r ,
Gx
G
5
6p
k3 (n
k
u11xkuRn
knz
2
knz
2 2k2
k213k22kzn
2
k212k22kzn
2
3Ak21k22kzn2 ,056604Gyz
G
5
3
k3
E
k2
‘
dkz
k3
u11xku
kz
2
kz
22k2
Ak21k22kz2
k212k22kz
2 r ,
Gy
G
5
6p
k3 (n
k3
u11xkuRn
kzn
2
kzn
2 2k2
Ak21k22kzn2
k212k22kzn
2 .
Here, one must substitute for k the expressions for the 2D
modes and 1D modes given in Eqs. ~18! and ~20!, respec-
tively. The lower boundary value in the integration over kz
and the summation over kzn follows from Eq. ~22! as k2
5Ak214/(uxu2d)2. Band gaps must be excluded from the
integration.
These expressions are also valid for the 2D and 1D modes
that occur for x.0, provided that the interval @k2 ,‘# for the
integration of kz and the summation of the discrete solutions
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